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  Wild Park floating bus stop island           
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We are delighted to report that the construction works on 
Lewes Road are now three months ahead of schedule and are 
expected to be completed by the end of September 2013. 
 

Once the works are complete, the legal enforcement of the bus 
lanes and parking restrictions will commence. Look out for 
warning signs along the route in September for further 
information. 
 

To celebrate the completion of these important works we hope 
that you will join us for a launch event in early October. We will 
be sending out further information over the coming weeks. �
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The construction of a new 2.5 metre wide limestone path 
between Woodingdean and Falmer is now well underway and 
is programmed to be completed by the end of September 
2013. 
 
To avoid damage to the farmer’s crop during construction, 
works have started in the middle section. However, all 
sections will be completed creating a continuous off-road path 
between Woodingdean and Falmer for the future enjoyment 
of walkers, cyclists and horse riders. 
 

 
New Woodingdean to Falmer path – 
under construction 

If you have any queries about any of the items in this newsletter, 
please email lewes.road@brighton-hove.gov.uk 
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South Downs National Park – on your doorstep 
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We are currently reviewing access routes into and through the South Downs National Park. This 
includes improvements to access gates, path surfaces, signage, maps and information to help you 
get out in the South Downs and explore the beautiful sites on your doorstep.  
 
If you know of any routes that are in need of improvement or if you know an attractive route that 
you would like to share with others then please get in touch. 
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  New cycle stands in Lynton Street 
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Our Personalised Travel Planning (PTP) team have been out and 
about supporting local communities and taking action to get local 
improvements in place. Recent requests from residents that have 
been implemented by our PTP team include: 
- Replacing a broken bench with two new cycle stands in Lynton 

Street (see picture). 
- Help with creating a “Playing Out” scheme in Hartington Road by 

providing signs, high-visibility tabards and printed flyers. 
If you would like help with local initiatives that would encourage you 
to walk, cycle or use the bus and train a bit more, please contact our 
PTP team using the email address overleaf. 
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As part of the LSTF project we plan to install 19 new real-time 
information signs at bus stops in the areas of Moulsecoomb, 
Bevendean, Coldean and Hollingdean. Based on requests we have 
received from local residents and information from the Brighton and 
Hove Bus Company, we are now finalising the list of locations that 
are planned to be installed in the new year.  
�

 
Real-time information bus signs 
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Feedback received as part of the consultation in 2012 is being used to help shape the improvement 
plans for the Vogue Gyratory. It is anticipated that improvements to this junction will start in the new 
year. The plans will be made available for the public to view before the work starts.  
 


